Recommended Courses for Exchange Students, Spring 2017

All course offerings are subject to change. Be sure to check prerequisite information on the course schedule.

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

CSD 306K INTRODUCTION TO COMM DISORDERS

Note: If a CSD course listed above is "closed" on the online course schedule, you must seek approval to register for the class. This can be done by going to the Student Advising Office in BMC 2.600. Because most of our undergraduate classes are restricted for communication sciences and disorders majors, we will not be able to accommodate you in courses other than those listed above. Professors CANNOT approve additions.

Department of Advertising & Public Relations

ADV 304   ADVERTISING ON THE INTERNET
ADV 305   FUNDAMENTALS OF ADVERTISING
ADV 305s  INTEGRATED COMM FOR SPORTS
ADV 315   HISTORY & DEVEL OF ADVERTISING
ADV 318J  INTRO TO ADV/INTEGRATED BRAND COMMUNICATION
ADV 319   PSYCHOLOGY OF ADVERTISING
ADV 348S  THE BUSINESS OF SPORTS MEDIA
ADV 378   TOPICS VARY (only topic 20 is restricted for Spring)

PR 305    FUNDAMENTALS OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
PR 305s   INTEGRATED COMM FOR SPORTS
PR 348s   THE BUSINESS OF SPORTS MEDIA
PR 378    TOPICS VARY (all open)

Department of Communication Studies

CMS 306M  PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
CMS 313M  ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
CMS 315M  INTERPERSONAL COMM THEOR
CMS 317C  SPEECHMAKING AND SOCIETY
CMS 332K  THEORIES OF PERSUASION
CMS 334K  NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
CMS 338   LEADERSHIP STORIES
CMS 344K  LYING AND DECEPTION
CMS 345P  COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC OPINION
CMS 371K  PRACTICUM IN CONFLICT MEDIATION
Note: If a CMS course is listed as “closed” on the online course schedule, you must go to the first class meeting to inquire with the instructor about adding the class. Students cannot be added to closed courses without written instructor consent, which can only be procured at the first class meeting (not before). Once you obtain the approved add form, you will need to return to meet with one of the CMS advisors in the Student Advising Office (BMC 2.600).

Department of Radio-Television Film

RTF 301N – SUPERHERO GENRE/CONTEMPORARY HOLLYWOOD
RTF 301N – NETFLIX/FUTURE FILM/TV
RTF 305 – INTRODUCTION TO MEDIA STUDIES-WB
RTF 306 – INTRODUCTION TO WORLD CINEMA
RTF 307 – MEDIA AND SOCIETY**
RTF 308 – DEVELOPMENT OF FILM AND MEDIA**
RTF 317 – NARRATIVE STRATEGIES**
RTF 322C – FILM HISTORY

**RTF majors only

Exchange students may be able to gain entry to a lower-division or upper-division RTF class not listed above by speaking with their advisor, picking up a RTF Exchange Student Add Form, obtaining professor permission/signature, and returning the form to Student Advising (BMC 2.600). OBTAINING INSTRUCTOR CONSENT TO TAKE AN UNDERGRADUATE CLASS DOES NOT GUARANTEE YOU A SEAT IN THE CLASS. All RTF course enrollment is based on availability.

School of Journalism

J 301F FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN JOURNALISM
J 302F DIGITAL STORYTELLING BASICS*
J 310F REPORTING: WORDS*
J 311F REPORTING: IMAGES*
J 350F MEDIA LAW
J 331F ENTREPRENEURIAL JOURNALISM
J 336F SOCIAL MEDIA JOURNALISM
J 349T MULTICULTURAL CITIZEN JOURNALISM
J 352F ETHICS IN JOURNALISM – upper division standing required
J 354F JOUR/PRESS FREEDOM IN LATIN AMERICA
J 355F LIVING IN THE INFORMATION AGE
Note: If you wish to take any journalism undergraduate class other than J301F, J302F, j336F, j350F, or 352F you must first get consent from the instructor. You may use a special consent form (request one from the Student Advising Office, BMC 2.600), or you may get consent via email and forward the email to journalism advisor Jeff Hallock (jeff.hallock@austin.utexas.edu). Please be sure to include your name, your UT EID, the course title and unique number of the course you wish to add, and the unique number of any course you need to drop if we can successfully add you to the class.

OBTAINING INSTRUCTOR CONSENT TO TAKE AN UNDERGRADUATE CLASS DOES NOT GUARANTEE YOU A SEAT IN THE CLASS.

Because most of our undergraduate classes are required for journalism undergraduates, we MUST give priority in these classes to journalism undergraduate students. After registration has ended, we will check the enrollment and waitlists for the undergraduate classes. If space is still available after all undergraduates have been accommodated, then we will add any additional students who received consent to take the classes. Until then, you should register for other classes that will satisfy your degree requirements and should not count on the Journalism undergraduate class. If we are able to add you, we will do so, but we may not be able to notify you. We may not be able to add you until a few days prior to the start of the semester.
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